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they need to know they have coverage they can count on. 

What our trucking insurance offers them is very straight-

forward: complete coverage that meets their needs.

− Automobile insurance for damage to vehicles

− Coverage against damage to cargo 

− Civil liability insurance

It’s no wonder nearly 2,000 Quebec truckers have put their 

trust in us.

Advantages of placing a risk with our team:

• No limit on number of power units (minimum of one 

heavy truck)

• A team of seasoned underwriters specializing in trucking 

risks (two points of service: 2020 and Quebec City)

• Synchro Insurance: single deductible applies, based on 

the highest of the relevant sections

• Services of trucking loss prevention specialists

• Special team for trucking claims outside Quebec 

(24/7 claims service and Rely Network)

• Access to trucking claims specialists

• Option to have a claims adjuster dedicated to certain 

fleets

• Ability to write the entire customer portfolio 

(Global Account approach)

Scope of Speciality Solutions – Trucking

• Owner-operators of heavy trucks who transport freight 

for third parties

• Policy type: 3-line package

– Automobile (Q.P.F. No. 1)

– Comprehensive general liability (CGL)

– Motor truck cargo liability

• No sublimit for exposure outside Quebec if the risk falls 

into the scope outlined above

– Canada and the United States
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A key factor in your business development: 
Specialty Solutions

Whether your customer wants to insure a small, 

medium or large business, we at Intact Insurance 

have THE coverage they need. When it comes 

to insurance products, no one else in our 

industry has a more comprehensive offering. 

Our Specialty Solutions expertise, combined 

with the synergies between our various 

departments, enables us to offer you 

outstanding service so you can properly meet 

your customers’ needs as they grow and evolve. 

And this is particularly true because we have 

greater awareness of your customers’ realities, 

due to the fact that all decisions are made 

right here in Quebec. 

To find out more, please contact us:  

spec@intact.net


